Obtaining theoretical guarantees for neural networks training appears to be a hard problem in a general case. Recent research has been focused on studying this problem in the limit of infinite width and two different theories have been developed: mean-field (MF) and kernel limit theories. We propose a general framework that provides a link between these seemingly distinct theories. Our framework out of the box gives rise to a discretetime MF limit which was not previously explored in the literature. We prove a convergence theorem for it and show that it provides a more reasonable approximation for finite-width nets compared to NTK limit if learning rates are not very small. Also, our analysis suggests that all infinite-width limits of a network with a single hidden layer are covered by either mean-field limit theory or kernel limit theory. We show that for networks with more than two hidden layers RMSProp training has a non-trivial MF limit, but GD training does not have one. Overall, our framework demonstrates that both MF and NTK limits have considerable limitations in approximating finite-sized neural nets, indicating the need for designing more accurate infinite-width approximations for them. Source code to reproduce all the reported results is available on GitHub 1 . Xiao et al., 2018 , Pennington et al., 2017 , Yang and Schoenholz, 2017 , Yang et al., 2019 ). Despite of using the term "mean-field", these works are not directly connected to ours.
Introduction
Despite of a neural networks' great success in solving a variety of problems, theoretical guarantees for their training are scarce and far from being practical. It turns out that deep models of a finite size are very complex objects to study since they usually induce a non-convex loss landscape. This makes it highly non-trivial to obtain any theoretical guarantees on gradient descent training.
However, theoretical analysis becomes tractable in the limit of infinite width. In particular, [Jacot et al., 2018] 1 https://github.com/deepmipt/infinite-width_nets showed that if the weights are parameterized in a certain way then continuous-time gradient descent on neural network parameters converges to a solution of a certain kernel method. The corresponding kernel is called a neural tangent kernel (NTK).
Another line of work studies mean-field (MF) limit of training dynamics of neural nets with a single hidden layer [Mei et al., 2018 , Mei et al., 2019 , Rotskoff and Vanden-Eijnden, 2019 , Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2018 , Chizat and Bach, 2018 , Yarotsky, 2018 .
In these works, a neural net output is scaled differently compared to the work on NTK.
In our work we address several questions that arise in this context: 1. Which of these two limits appears to be a more reasonable approximation for a finite-width network?
2. Do these two above-mentioned limit theories cover all possible limiting models for neural networks?
3. Is it possible to construct a non-trivial mean-field limit for a multi-layer network?
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review several studies that are the most relevant to ours. In Section 3 we consider hyperparameter scalings that lead to non-trivial infinite-width limits for neural nets with one hidden layer. Our analysis clearly shows that MF and NTK limits are not the only possible ones, however, all other limiting models are still covered either by a mean-field theory or by a kernel limit theory. Also, our analysis suggests a discrete-time MF limit, which appears to be a more reasonable approximation for a finite-sized neural network than NTK limit, if learning rates are not very small. We stress the difference between this discrete-time MF limit and continuous-time one described in previous works and prove a convergence theorem for it. In Section 4 we show that when a neural net has at least three hidden layers, MF limit 1 arXiv:2003.05884v1 [stat.ML] 12 Mar 2020 becomes vanishing. Nevertheless, training a network with RMSProp instead of plain gradient descent leads to a non-trivial MF limit for any number of layers.
2 Related work NTK limit. In their pioneering work [Jacot et al., 2018] considered a multi-layer feedforward network parameterized as follows:
(1) where x ∈ R d0 , d i is a size of i-th layer and W l ∈ R d l ×d l−1 . Weights are initialized as W (0) l,ij ∼ N (0, 1). [Jacot et al., 2018] have shown that training this model with continuous-time gradient descent is equivalent to performing a kernel gradient descent for some specific kernel; they called this kernel a neural tangent kernel (NTK). This kernel is generally stochastic and evolves with time, however, as they prove, it converges to a steady-state deterministic kernel as d 1:L−1 → ∞.
[ have shown that training dynamics of the network (1) stays close to training dynamics of its linearized version in the limit of infinite width; linearization is performed with respect to weights. They also show that this statement holds true for discrete-time gradient descent as long as learning rates are sufficiently small.
[ Arora et al., 2019] provide a way to effectively compute NTK for convolutional neural networks. They found that a kernel method with NTK still performs worse than corresponding finite-width CNN. At the same time, as was noted by [Lee et al., 2019] , training dynamics in NTK limit is effectively linear. [Bai and Lee, 2019] artificially created a situation, where linearized dynamics was not able to track the training dynamics in the limit of infinite width. These two works show that NTK limit is not perfect in a sense that it can be far from the realistic finite-size neural net. Our work further elaborates this point.
Mean-field
limit. There is a line of works [Mei et al., 2018 , Mei et al., 2019 , Rotskoff and Vanden-Eijnden, 2019 , Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2018 , Chizat and Bach, 2018 , Yarotsky, 2018 ] that consider a two-layer neural net of width d in a mean-field limit:
where x ∈ R d0 , weights are initialized independently on width d and d goes to infinity. Note the difference in scaling output function between this and NTK scaling (1) for L = 2. In this case any weight configuration can be expressed as a point measure in (w, a)-space R d0+1 :
A neural net is then expressed as an integral over measure:
f (x; a, W ) = aφ(w T x) µ[a, W ](da, dw).
Above-mentioned works show that when learning rates are appropriately scaled width d, gradient descent dynamics turns into continuous-time dynamics on measure µ in (w, a)-space driven by a certain PDE as d goes to infinity. This evolution in weight space also drives evolution of the model f (see (3)).
Note that those works who study limiting behavior of discrete-time gradient descent [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2018 , Mei et al., 2018 , Mei et al., 2019 , required the number of training steps to grow with d, since they prove convergence to continuous-time dynamics. In contrast, in our work, we find a similar mean-field-type limit that converges to a discrete-time limiting dynamics.
There are several attempts to extend the mean-field analysis to multi-layer nets [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2019, Nguyen, 2019] . However, this appears to be highly non-trivial to formulate measure evolution PDE, similar to onehidden-layer case (see discussion of difficulties in Section 3.3 of [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2019] ). In particular, [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2019] rigorously constructed an iterated mean-field limit for the two-hidden-layer case. In contrast, the construction of [Nguyen, 2019] applies to any number of layers, while being not mathematically rigorous.
It also has to be noted, that [Nguyen, 2019] applied weight initialization with non-zero mean in their experiments with scaling multi-layer nets. As we show in Section 4, if the number of hidden layers is more than two and initialization has zero mean (which is common in deep learning), mean-field limit becomes trivial.
We also have to note a separate line of works that study conditions for the training process to start in the limit of infinite width and depth (see e.g. [Poole et al., 2016 , Schoenholz et al., 2016 3 Training a one hidden layer net with gradient descent First, we consider the case of a one hidden layer net:
for α > 0 is considered to be leaky ReLU, and applied element-wise. We consider a loss function (y, z), which is continuosly-differentiable with respect to second argument. We also assume ∂ (y, z)/∂z to be positive continuous and monotonic ∀y. The guiding example is standard cross-entropy loss. Data distribution loss is defined as L(a, W ) = E x,y∈Dtrain (y, f (x; a, W )), where D train is a train dataset sampled from data distribution D.
Weights are initialized with isotropic gaussians with zero mean: w
Evolution of weights is driven by gradient descent dynamics:
where θ is either a or w. Now we introduce scaled quantities. More precisely, define:
Then dynamics transforms to:
Analogously, scaled initial conditions become:â
By expanding gradients, we get the following: x) . We have also used the fact that φ(σz) = σφ(z) for φ being leaky ReLU. We shall omit x, y in expectation from now on.
Denote σ = σ a σ w . Assume hyperparameters that drive the dynamics are scaled with d:
We call a set of exponents q σ ,q a ,q w "a scaling". Every scaling define a limiting model f
d (x). We want this limit to be non-divergent, non-vanishing and not equal to initialization f (0) d for any k ≥ 1. We call such scalings and corresponding limiting models non-trivial.
In order to investigate which scalings are non-trivial, we introduce weight increments:
Then dynamics writes as following:
In this case f
. We omit arguments of φ due to space constraints.
Note that our dynamics is symmetric with respect to permutation of indices r. Let us assume that
Note that exponents q
are not separate hyperparameters, but are defined by the rest: q σ ,q a ,q w . We validate the assumption above for some of the scalings in App. C. Recall that we are looking for scalings that lead to non-divergent limiting model f (7) we get:
), where we have used following heuristic rules: (qu,qv) .
Although these rules are not mathematically correct, our experiments suggest that power-law assumptions (8) are reasonable and exponents predicted by equations (9) 3 and (10) are correct: see App. C. The last two equations are equivalent to:
where we have written two equations in a single line for brevity. At the same time
We decompose the last equation as:
where we introduce
Scaling q σ ,q a ,q w is non-trivial, if following conditions hold: q
The first condition ensures that lim d→∞ f (k) d is finite and not uniformly zero, and the second one ensures that this limit is not the same as at initialization (hence learning dynamics does not get stuck as d → ∞). In particular, the second condition requires either one of f to not to coincide with lim d→∞ f
. From definition of terms of decomposition 11 we get:
where all κ ∈ [1/2, 1]. We now illustrate where these equations come from on q (k) f,a . We have:
since all terms of the sum have the same expectation. Hence if the last expectation is non-zero in the limit of d → ∞, then we have E f
However, if it is zero in the limit of d → ∞, then we have to reason about variance. We have Var f
a , if all terms of the sum appear to be independent in the limit of d → ∞, or Var f are known. These terms, together with equations (9, 10, 12, 13, 14) and (15) define a set of sufficient conditions for scaling q σ ,q a ,q w to define a non-trivial limiting model.
Non-trivial limits
Although deriving κ-terms appears to be quite complicated generally, we derive them for several special cases.
Consider the case when q (13) and (14) will then imply q σ ≤ −1/2 and q (1) a/w ≤ −1 − q σ with equality for at least one of q (1) a or q (1) w . Because of the last, and since in our case we have to have max(q (1) a , q (1) w ) < 0, we get a constraint q σ > −1. Note also that in this case q (k) f,aw < 0. Hence by taking q σ ∈ (−1, −1/2] andq a/w = q (1) a/w − q σ ≤ −1−2q σ with at least one inequality being equality, we define a non-trivial limit. As a particular example of this case consider q σ = q (1) a = q (1) w = −1/2. It follows than from (9), thatq a =q w = 0. If we takeη a =η w =η and σ = σ * d −1/2 , then we get the following relations: ) r ∼ N (0, 1),ŵ (0) r ∼ N (0, I) for all r = 1 . . . d.
This system exactly corresponds to one used in NTK theory [Jacot et al., 2018 (see also eq. 1). Following [Lee et al., 2019] , we call a neural tangent kernel (NTK) the following function:
If we consider training with continuous-time GD, this kernel drives the evolution of the model, see App. B:
where we have takenη a =η w =η. For finite d, NTK is a random variable, however, when σ ∝ d −1/2 , Θ will converge to a non-vanishing deterministic limiting kernelΘ ∞ . Dynamics of the limiting model is then driven by this limiting kernel:
Moreover, similar evolution equation holds also for discrete-time dynamics, see again App. B:
Note that for generally unequalη a andη w dynamics above will take place if we defineΘ
Note also that if q σ < −1/2, then the limiting model vanishes at initialization: f (k) ∞ ≡ 0, while this is not the case for q σ = −1/2. The latter case is NTK scaling; as an example of the former case consider q σ = −3/4, q a/w = 1/2, for which q (k) a/w = −1/4. We will refer this scaling as "intermediate". [Chizat et al., 2019] have already noted that taking q σ ∈ (−1, −1/2] leads to socalled "lazy-training" regime that in our terminology reads simply as q (k) a/w < 0.
Mean-field limit
If we take q (1) w ∀k ≥ 1. In this case, we conclude that κ
Conditions (13) and (14) will than imply q σ = −1. It follows than from (9), thatq a =q w = 1. Taking σ = σ * d −1 andη a/w =η * d allows us to write gradient descent step as a measure evolution equation.
Indeed, consider a weight-space measure: µ
Given this, a neural network output can be represented as f
Since η * and σ * are constants, evolution of this limiting measure is still driven by the same transition operator T : µ
Theorem 1 (Informal version of Corollary 1 in App. F). If σ ∝ d −1 ,η a/w ∝ d, and , φ and data distribution are sufficiently regular, there exists a limit in probability as d → ∞ for µ This theorem states the convergence of discrete-time dynamics for the finite-width model to discrete-time dynamics for the limiting model. In contrast, previous results on the mean-field theory consider continuoustime dynamics for the limiting model. For example, [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2018] assumeη ∝ 1. They prove that in this setup µ td d converges to a continuous measure-valued process ν t for t ∈ R. The limiting process ν t is driven by a certain integrodifferentiable equation. In contrast, in our case µ (k) ∞ is driven by a discrete-time process. Other works (e.g. [Mei et al., 2018 , Mei et al., 2019 ) assumeη = o(d) and also consider a continuous-time evolution for a limiting model.
Note that if q (k) a/w < 0, then δâ (k) and δŵ (k) vanish as d → ∞, hence µ ∞ in terms of dynamics of a limiting measure, hence this case is out of the scope of mean-field theory.
On the other hand if q (k) a = q (k) w = 0, then a deterministic limit lim d→∞ Θ (k) d (x, x ) still exists due to the large of large numbers, however, this limit depends on step
Hence dynamics of a limiting model f (k) ∞ in mean-field limit cannot be described in terms of a constant deterministic kernel.
So far we have considered two cases: q
(1) a/w < 0 and q (1) a/w = 0. As we show in App. E, all other cases either fall into the scope of the mean-field theory or result in generally diverging limiting model. We therefore propose the following hypothesis:
. Then at least one of the following holds:
This hypothesis states that a limiting model either diverges or its evolution is described with a kernel, or its evolution is described in terms of the evolution of limiting measure, which is suggested by our analysis presented above. Since analysis we have presented before is not mathematically rigorous, it does not constitute a proof for the hypothesis above. We do not provide a proof in the present work, thus postponing it to the future work.
Infinite-width limits as approximations for finite-width nets
So far, we have introduced several scalings, each leading to a different limiting model. A limiting model can be easier to study mathematically: for example, in NTK limit the training process converges to a kernel method.
If we show that a limiting model approximates the original one well, we can substitute the latter with the former in our theoretical considerations. Notice that conditions (13) and (14) allow some of (but not all of) q
f,aw to be less than zero. This means that corresponding terms of decomposition (11) vanish as d → ∞. However, for d = d * , where d * < ∞ is width of a "reference" model, all of these terms are present. If we assume that indeed all of these terms obey power laws with respect to d (which is a reasonable assumption for large d), then we can conclude that the fewer terms vanish as d → ∞, the better the corresponding limit approximates the original finite-width net. We validate this assumption in App. C for the above-mentioned scalings.
One can see that for NTK limit we have q
f,a = 0, hence the first three terms of decomposition (11) are preserved as d → ∞, however, q (k) f,aw = −1. In Figure 1 (center), we empirically check that this is indeed the case. One can notice, however, that the last term, which is not preserved, vanishes asη → 0 faster than f (k)
d,a and f (k) d,w . This reflects the fact, that originally NTK limit was derived for continuous-time gradient descent, for which the learning rate is effectively zero.
Note also that if q
(1) a/w < 0 (for which NTK scaling is a special case), then q (k) f,aw < 0 (see above), hence the last term of decomposition (11) always vanishes in this case. Hence NTK scaling should provide the most reasonable approximation for finite-width nets among all scaling in this class. For comparison, we also consider intermediate scaling
f,aw = 0 for k ≥ 1. Hence we expect all terms of decomposition (11) to be preserved as d → ∞. We check this claim empirically in Figure 1 , center.
We also found interesting to plot the case of default scaling, i.e. when σ ∝ d −1/2 and η a/w ∝ 1 (black curves). This corresponds to the situation, when we make our network wider, but keep learning rates in the original parameterization constant. In this case,η a ∝ d,η w ∝ 1, henceq a = 1 andq w = 0.
We compare final test losses for the above-mentioned scalings in Figure 1 , left. As we see, all scalings except the default one, result in finite limits for loss, but the default one diverges. As we see in Figure 1 (right), the mean-field limit tracks the learning dynamics of the reference network closer than other limits. It is interesting to note also that as learning dynamics shows, MF and intermediate limits are deterministic, but NTK limit, as well as the reference model, are not. This is because the model at initialization converges to zero in the first two cases. Also, this is the reason, why NTK limit becomes a better approximation for a finite-width net if learning rates are small enough (see Figure 5 in App. H). In this case the term f (k) d,aw , that is not preserved in NTK limit, becomes negligible already for 6 the reference network.
Training a multi-layer net
Let us now consider a multi-layer network:
Here all quantities are initialized with standard gaussians: a
We perform a gradient descent step on parameters a, V 1:H , W with learning rates η a , η v 1:H and η w respectively. We introduce scaled quantities in a similar manner as in one hidden layer case:
Given this, a gradient descent step on scaled quantities is written as follows:
x)x.
As we have noted in Section 3.1.1, the mean-field analysis describes a state of a neural network with a measure in weight space µ, and its learning dynamics as an evolution of this measure. In particular, this means that learning dynamics cannot depend explicitly on width d. Indeed, if it grows with d, then for some measure µ ∞ with infinite number of atoms it will diverge. Similarly, if it vanishes with d, then for a measure with infinite number of atoms it will not evolve with steps k.
Since we consider polynomial dependence on d for our hyperparameters, our dynamics should not depend on d explicitly.
It is not obvious, how to properly define a weight-space measure in the case of multiple hidden layers; see discussion in Section 3.3 of [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2019] . However, if we manage to define it properly, then each sum in dynamics equation (20) will be substituted with an integral over measure. Each such integral will contribute a d factor to corresponding equation. Hence, in order to have learning dynamics independent on d, we should have:
because there are H sums in dynamics equation forâ andŵ and H − 1 sums forv 1:H . Analogously, since the network output should not depend on d, we should also have:
As we show in App. G, for H ≥ 2 this scaling leads to a vanishing limit: f
In other words, for a network with at least three hidden layers MF limit is trivial. We validate this claim empirically in Figure 2 , center, for H = 2. In contrast, for NTK scaling, which corresponds to σ ∝ d −1/2 andη a/v h /w ∝ 1, not all of the terms vanish.
Nevertheless, if H = 1, non-trivial mean-field limit seems to exist, as our experiments demonstrate: see Figure 2 , left.
Training a multi-layer net with RM-SProp
Up to this point, we have considered a gradient descent training. Once again, consider a network with H + 1 hidden layers (19) . Consider now training with RMSProp, for which weight updates are made with normalized gradients. We show that in this case MF limit does exist and is not trivial for any H ≥ 0. For RMSProp, gradient updates look as follows: (11) terms, as well as their theoretical values (denoted by red ticks). We see that for default scaling some of the exponents are positive, hence corresponding decomposition terms diverge. For MF limit all of the exponents are zeros, meaning all of the decomposition terms are preserved. Also, we see that our numerical experiments match theory well. Right: test CE loss as a function of training step k for a reference net and its limits. We see that 1) MF limit best matches reference, 2) NTK limit is not deterministic, while the intermediate limit is. This is because the model at initialization converges to zero for intermediate scaling.
Setup: We train a 1-hidden layer net on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of the first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000 with gradient descent. We take a reference net of width d * = 2 7 = 128 trained with unscaled reference learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 and scale its hyperparameters according to MF (blue curves), NTK (orange curves), and intermediate scaling with q σ = −3/4 (green curves, see text). We also make a plot for the case, when we do not scale our learning rates (black curves) and scale std at initialization as initialization scheme of [He et al., 2015] suggests. See Appendix A for further details.
where θ ∈ {a r H , v H r H r H−1 , . . . , v 1 r1r0 , w r0 }. We have also used following shorthands:
Similarly to GD case, we divide equation (21) by σ θ -std of initialization of weight θ:
and RMS (k) θ are defined similarly as above. In this case, we define scaled learning rates differently compared to GD case:η θ = η θ /σ θ .
As noted above, mean-field analysis requires learning dynamics not to depend on d explicitly. Since our weight update rule uses normalized gradients, this condition reads simply asη θ ∝ 1 for all weights θ and σ ∝ d −1 , since the model output f [µ d ; x] should not depend on d explicitly.
Using similar reasoning as before (namely, weight increments should decay as d −1/2 ), we can also define NTK scaling:η θ ∝ 1 for all θ and σ ∝ d −1/2 . We compare these two limits in Figure 2 , right. Notice that similar to two hidden layer case, NTK limit preserves terms with low-order dependence on learning rates (i.e. f
d,a/v h /w ), while MF limit, being now non-vanishing, preserves terms with higher-order dependence on them.
Conclusions
There are two different theories that study neural nets in the limit of infinite width: mean-field theory and kernel theory. These theories imply that if certain conditions are fulfilled, corresponding infinite-width limits are known to be non-trivial, i.e. the resulting function neither explodes, nor vanishes and the learning process does not get stuck as width goes to infinity.
In our study we derive a set of sufficient conditions , similar to eq.(11). All of these terms vanish for a network with (at least) three hidden layers in MF limit, however, it is not the case when the number of hidden layers is two. Nevertheless, if we consider training with RMSProp, MF limit becomes non-vanishing. For NTK scaling, not all of the decomposition terms vanish in any case, however, some of them do, indicating possible discrepancies between the reference net and its NTK limit. Setup: We train a multi-layer net on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000 with either a plain gradient descent or RMSProp. We take a reference net of width d * = 2 7 = 128 trained with (unscaled) reference learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 for GD and η * a = η * w = 0.0002 for RMSProp, and scale its hyperparameters according to MF (blue curves) and NTK (orange curves). We also make a plot for the case, when we do not scale our learning rates (black curves) and scale std at initialization as initialization scheme of [He et al., 2015] suggests. See App. A for further details. on scaling of hyperparameters (std of initialization and learning rates) with width, in order to reach a nontrivial limit when width goes to infinity. Solutions under these conditions include scalings corresponding to meanfield and NTK limits, as well as scalings different from these two. Our analysis suggests that learning any nondivergent limiting model is covered either by a kernel theory or by a mean-field theory.
We propose a decomposition of our model and show that some of its terms may vanish for large width. We argue that the limit provides a more reasonable approximation for a finite-width net, if as few of these terms vanish as possible.
Our analysis out of the box suggests a discrete-time MF limit, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been covered by existing literature yet. We prove a convergence theorem for it and show that it provides a more reasonable approximation for a finite-width net than NTK limit, as long as learning rates are not too small.
As we show afterwards, MF limit appears to be trivial for a network with more than two hidden layers. Nevertheless, if we train our network with RMSProp instead of GD, MF limit becomes non-trivial for any number of hidden layers. gestions, as well as for help in improving the final version of the text.
A Experimental details
We perform our experiments on a feed-forward net with H + 1 hidden layers with no biases. We learn our network as a binary classifier on a subset of CIFAR2 dataset (which is a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000. We train our network for 50 epochs to minimize binary cross-entropy loss and report the final crossentropy loss on a full test set (of size 2000). We repeat our experiments for 5 random seeds and report mean and std on our plots. We experiment with other setups (i.e. using a mini-batch gradient estimation instead of exact one, larger train dataset, more training steps, multi-class classification) in App. I. All experiments were conducted on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU using pytorch framework [Paszke et al., 2017] . Our code is available online: https://github.com/ deepmipt/infinite-width_nets.
Although our analysis assumes initializing variables with samples from a gaussian, nothing changes if we sample σξ instead, where ξ can be any symmetric random variable with distribution independent on hyperparameters.
In our experiments, we took a network of width d * = 2 7 = 128 and apply Kaiming uniform initialization [He et al., 2015] to its layers; we call this network a reference network. Consider a network with a single hidden layer first. According to Kaiming initialization strategy, initial weights have zero mean and standard deviation σ * a ∝ (d * ) −1/2 and σ * w ∝ d −1/2 0 , where d 0 is the input dimension, which we do not modify. For this network we take (unscaled!) learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 for gradient descent and η * a = η * w = 0.0002 and β = 0.99 for RMSProp. After that, we scale its initial weights and learning rates with width d according to specific scaling:
Since σ = σ a σ w and since we apply (leaky) ReLU, we can take
Since for GD we haveη a/w = η a/w /σ 2 a/w , then
Similar holds for multi-layer case. In this case since σ = (σ a σ v H . . . σ v 1 σ w ) 1/(1+H) , we can take
B Dynamics of limiting model for NTK scaling
First consider a continuous-time gradient descent for a one-hidden layer network in a general form:
Assume a model is scaled as d −1/2 :
Then a neural tangent kernel is written as follows:
If moreoverη = const, then for a fixed t independent of dâ (t) →â (0) andŵ (t) →ŵ (0) . Hence due to law of large numbers Θ d (x , x; θ
In the case of discrete-time dynamics we have similarly:
A classical result of calculus states that there exists a ξ
d ), and we have abused notation by redefining Θ d . Nevertheless, in this case Θ d (x , x; θ (k) d ,θ (k) d ) still converges to Θ ∞ (x , x) defined above for the same reasons as above.
C Validation of power-law asumptions
In Section 3 we have introduced power-law assumptions for weight increments and for terms of model decomposition:
(23) After that, we have derived corresponding exponents in two cases: q (1) a/w = q σ +q a/w < 0 and q (1) a/w = q σ +q a/w = 0, where q σ is an exponent for σ andq a/w are exponents for learning rates:
In order to have non-vanishing non-diverging limiting model f (k)
∞ that does not coincide with its initialization f (0) ∞ , we have derived a set of conditions: see Section 3. For the first case these conditions were the following:
In particular, we have considered two special cases: NTK, for which q σ = q (1) w = −1/4. For the second case the above-mentioned conditions were:
a/w = 0.
As we have also derived in Section 3, for both cases q
Here we validate power-law assumptions 22 as well as derived values for corresponding exponents for three special cases noted above: MF, NTK and intermediate scalings, see Figure 3 . We train a one hidden layer network with gradient descent for 50 epochs; see App. A for further details. We take norms of final learned weight increments and average them over hidden neurons:
We then plot these values as functions of width d.
As one can see on left and center plots, weight increments as functions of width are very well fitted with power-laws for both input and output layers. Right plot matches numerical estimates for corresponding exponents q (k) a and q (k) w with their theoretical values (denoted by red ticks). Here we notice a reasonable coincidence between them.
In order to validate a power-law assumption for model decomposition terms 23, we compute variance with respect to data distribution for each decomposition term. The reason to consider variances instead of decomposition terms themselves is that these terms are functions of x. If we just fix a random x, then the numerical estimate for, say, f (k) d,a (x) can be noisy. Hence it is better to plot some statistics of these terms with respect to data, hoping that this statistics will be more robust, which is true e.g. for expectation. However, since we consider a binary classification problem with balanced classes, we are likely to have E x f (k) d (x) ≈ 0. Because of this, we are afraid to have all of the decomposition terms to be approximately zeros in expectation. For this reason, we take variance instead of expectation. Note that f
f . As we see in Figure 4 , variances of all of the model decomposition terms are well fitted by power-laws. The only exception is Var x f (k) d,∅ (x) for mean-field scaling: see the solid curve on the left plot. Nevertheless, this term converges to a constant for large d, which indicates that our analysis becomes valid at least in the limit of large d. Note that we have also matched numerical estimates of corresponding exponents with their theoretical values in Figure 1 of the main text.
D Derivation of κ-terms in a one hidden layer case
For completeness, we copy all necessary definitions from Section 3 here. Gradient descent step is defined as follows:
We assume:
σ ∝ d qσ ,η a/w ∝ dq a/w .
Figure 3:
Weight increments obey power-law dependencies with respect to width. Left: absolute output weights increment averaged over hidden neurons as a function of width d. Center: same for input weight increments. As one can see, weight increments are very well fitted with power-laws. Right: numerical estimates for exponents of corresponding power-laws, as well as their theoretical values (denoted by red ticks). As one can see, theoretical values match numerical estimates very well. Setup: We train a 1-hidden layer net on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000 with gradient descent. We take a reference net of width d * = 2 7 = 128 trained with unscaled reference learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 and scale its hyperparameters according to MF (blue curves), NTK (orange curves) and intermediate scaling with q σ = −3/4 (green curves, see main text). See App. A for further details.
Assuming our model f 
We decompose our f as:
f,∅ , and so on.
By definition of decomposition 27 terms, we have:
where all κ ∈ [1/2, 1].
Our goal now is to compute κ-terms for different values of q σ andq a/w . It is more convenient, however, to consider different cases for q 
We see that expression inside the sum has non-zero expectation, hence the sum scales as d, not as d 1/2 . In Figure 4 : Model decomposition terms obey power-law dependencies with respect to width. Left: variance with respect to data distribution for terms of model decomposition (27) 
Here all random terms of the sum has zero expectation andâ
x)) 3ŵ (0) r ; hence the sum scales as d 1/2 and consequently κ 
E Other meaningful scalings
In the main text we have considered two solution classes for a system of equations and inequlaities that defines a meaningful scaling. One class corresponds to the case of both q (1) a and q (1) w being less than zero, and the other one -to the case of both of them being zeros. In this section we consider all other possible cases.
E.1 q
(1) a = 0, while q 
14 Hence in order to have non-vanishing limiting model, we have to have q (k) f,a = 0, which implies q σ = −1. Note that q
(1) a = q σ +q a = 0; since thenq a = 1. Since f (k) d,a is the only term of model decomposition that remains finite as d → ∞, we essentialy learn the output layer only in the limit of d → ∞. Hence we can describe dynamics of the limiting model both in terms of the evolution of the limiting measure and in terms of a constant deterministic limiting kernel.
Indeed, suppose σ = σ * d −1 andη a =η * a d. A limiting measure evolution writes as follows: N 1+d0 (0, I) , where a gradient descent step operator T a is defined on probabilistic measures µ supported on a finite number of atoms d as follows:
and f d (x; σ * ) = σ * âφ(ŵ T x) µ d (dâ, dŵ) for (â r ,ŵ r ), r ∈ [d], being atoms of measure µ d . Consider now a kernelΘ a,∞ defined as follows:
Using the same argument as in App. B, we can write a continuous-time evolution of the limiting model in terms of this kernel:
Moreover, for the same argument as in App. B, a similar evolution equation holds also for discrete-time evolution:
E.2 q
(1)
This case is almost analogous to the previous one. Equations 26 imply q 
Hence in order to have non-vanishing limiting model, we have to have q
f,w = 0, which implies q σ = −1.
Note that q
(1) w = q σ +q w = 0; since thenq w = 1. In this case we again in the limit of d → ∞ essentialy learn a single layer only. This allows us to describe the dynamics of the limiting model both in terms of the evolution of the limiting measure and in terms of a constant deterministic limiting kernel, similarly to the previous case.
E.3 q
In this case equations 26 imply q
In this case, similar to the case of App. E.1, δâ (k) does not become independent on
Hence in order to have non-vanishing limiting model, we have to have q (k) f,a = 0, which implies q
d,a is the only term of model decomposition that remains finite as d → ∞, and we learn the output layer only in the limit of d → ∞, as was the case of App. E.1. In this case we are again able to describe the dynamics of the limiting model both in terms of the evolution of the limiting measure and in terms of a constant deterministic limiting kernel.
While the kernel description does not change at all compared to the case described in App. E.1, measure evolution equations require slight modifications. Indeed, suppose σ = σ * d qσ andη a =η * a d −1−2qσ . A limiting measure evolution writes as follows:
where a gradient descent step operator T a is defined on probabilistic measures µ supported on a finite number of atoms d as follows:
, being atoms of measure µ d . The only thing changed here is that in the limit output weightsâ are initialized with zeros. The reason for this is that the increment at first step
(1) w = 0. In this case δâ (k) and δŵ (k) do not become independent, sinceŵ (k) ŵ (0) ; hence κ 
In this case we are again able to describe the dynamics of the limiting model in terms of the evolution of the limiting measure:
, where a gradient descent step operator T a is defined on probabilistic measures µ supported on a finite number of atoms d as follows:
, being atoms of measure µ d . We have zero initialization for the output weights for the same reason, as for the case of q (k) w < 0. Note that in contrast to above-mentioned case, the case of q (k) w = 0 cannot be described in terms of a constant limiting kernel. Indeed, we have a stochastic time-dependent kernel for finite width d associated with output weights learning:
This kernel converges to a deterministic one as d → ∞ by the law of large numbers, however, the limiting kernel stays step-dependent, sinceŵ (k) =ŵ (0) + δŵ (k) , while the last term here does not vanish as d → ∞.
Note that the "default" case we have considered in the main text falls into the current case. Indeed, by default we have σ ∝ d −1/2 and η a/w ∝ 1. This implies q σ = −1/2,q a = 1 andq w = 0; consequently, q (1) a = 1/2 and q (1) w = −1/2. However, as we have shown above having q σ ≤ −1 − q (1) a = −3/2 is necessary to guarantee that the limiting model does not diverge. As we observe in Figure 1 a limiting model resulted from default scaling indeed diverges.
E.4 q
The difference between this case and the previous one is essentially the same, as between cases of App. E.2 and of App. E.1. For this reason, we leave this case as an exercise for the reader. F A discrete-time mean-field limit of a network with one hidden layer
In this section we omit "hats" for brevity, assuming all relevant quantities to be scaled appropriately.
Recall that in MF limit σ ∝ d −1 and η a/w ∝ d. Suppose σ = σ * d −1 and w.l.o.g. η a/w = η * d.
In our considerations, we closely follow the measure-theoretic formalism of [Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2018] . Consider a measure in (a, w)-space at each step k for a given d:
Given this, a neural network output can be represented as follows:
A gradient descent step is written as follows:
For technical reasons, we assume that weights a r and w r ∀r ∈ [d] are initialized from distribution P with compact support:
One can notice that in the main body of this work we have assumed P to be N (0, 1), which does not have a compact support. Nevertheless, it is more common in practice to use a truncated normal distribution instead of the original normal one, which was used in the main body for the ease of explanation only. We introduce a transition operator T which represents a gradient descent step 29:
This operator depends explicitly on σ * because ∇
and the latter depends on σ * . This representation clearly shows that gradient descent defines a Markov chain for measures on the weight space with deterministic transitions. Initial measure µ (0) d is given by initial conditions 30. Since they are random, measure µ (k) d is a random measure for any k ≥ 0 and for any d ∈ N. Nevertheless, for all k ≥ 0 µ (k) d converges to a corresponding limiting measure, as the following theorem states:
Theorem 2. Suppose (y, ·) ∈ C 2 (R), ∂ (y, z)/∂z is bounded and Lipschitz continuous and φ is Lipschitz continuous. Suppose also that x has finite moments up to the fourth one. Finally, assume that distribution of initial weights P has compact support. Then ∀k ≥ 0 there exists a measure µ Proof. We prove this by induction on k.
Let k = 0. Any measure µ on weight space is uniquely determined by its action on all g ∈ C(R 1+d0 ) with compact support: g, µ = g(a, w)µ(da, dw). If this measure is random, then the last integral is a random variable. Hence µ
where the second equality comes from the law of large numbers, which is valid since initial weights are i.i.d. This proves weak convergence of g, µ
∞ . As was noted above, this is equivalent to weak convergence of measures µ
for any h ∈ C b (M(R 1+d0 )). Also, since all a r ∼ P, w r,j ∼ P and P has compact support, µ
d has a compact support almost surely. Hence we can write µ
We have proven induction base. By induction assumption, we have µ
By definition this means weak convergence of measures µ
∞ . Then we have:
In order to prove that this limit exists and equals to h[T (µ (k)
∞ )] we have to show that h • T ∈ C b (M(B 1+d0 R k )). We prove the following lemma in Section F.1: Lemma 1. Given conditions of Theorem 2 and R < ∞, transition operator T that performs a gradient descent step 31 is continuous wrt 2-Wasserstein metric on
We then define µ
. Also, it easy to see that since φ, φ and ∂ (y, z)/∂z are bounded and distribution of x has bounded variation, µ
R k+1 ) a.s. for some R k+1 < ∞. We have proven that for all k ≥ 0 µ Corollary 1 (Theorem 1 of Section 3, restated). Given the same conditions as in Theorem 2, following statements hold:
Proof. Since weak convergence to a constant implies convergence in probability, the first statement directly follows from Theorem 2.
By definition, weak convergence of µ
Hence for any
x] ∈ C(M(R 1+d0 )) for any x ∈ X .
Hence f
∞ ; x] as d → ∞. By the same argument as above, this implies convergence in probability.
F.1 Gradient descent step defines a continuous operator in the space of weight-space measures
Proof of Lemma 1. Without loss of generality assume σ * = η * = 1. Consider a sequence of measures
R ) wrt 2-Wasserstein metric. We have to prove that T µ d converges to T µ ∞ wrt 2-Wasserstein metric.
Define
) with marginals equal to µ d and µ ∞ respectively, as required by definition of Wasserstein metric. Choose a sequence in such a way that
with marginals equal to µ d and µ ∞ respectively, as required by definition of Wasserstein metric. Sequence {µ j d,∞ } ∞ j=1 exists by properties of infium. Then we have the following:
where we have defined
and δ∆θ d = ∆θ ∞ − ∆θ d respectively. From this follows:
Consequently,
+4R lim j→∞ δ∆θ d 2 2 µ j d,∞ (dθ d , dθ ∞ ).
The last term comes from Cauchy-Schwartz inequality: δθ d , δ∆θ d ≤ δθ d 2 δ∆θ d 2 , from the fact that both µ d and µ ∞ are concentrated in a ball of radius R: δθ d 2 = θ d − θ ∞ 2 ≤ θ d 2 + θ ∞ 2 ≤ 2R, and from Jensen's inequality: θ 2 µ(dθ) ≤ θ 2 2 µ(dθ), for µ being a probability measure.
The first term converges to zero by definition of sequence of measures µ d . Consider the second term: . W.l.o.g. assume φ has Lipschitz constant 1: φ(·) ∈ Lip(R; 1). From this follows that g(x, ·) ∈ Lip(R 1+d0 ; x 2 ).
It is easy to see that since we consider measures supported on B R , f [·, x] ∈ Lip(M(B 1+d0 keeping the batch size to be 1000. It is hard to spot any qualitative changes in this setup as well. For the bottom row, we increase the number of epochs (training steps) by the factor of 10, while keeping the rest of the options. In this case all plots change, which is expected, since 50 epochs of the original setup is not enough for convergence of training procedure. As we observe in the center column, in this case, some of the terms of decomposition 27 do not obey power-laws but converge to power-laws for large d.
We also consider multi-class classification instead of a binary one: see Figure 7 . The top row corresponds to the usual scenario of binary classification on a subset of CIFAR2 of size 1000; it is given for reference. Middle row corresponds to the same scenario, but on a subset of MNIST of size 1000; MNIST has 10 classes instead of two. Comparing these two scenarios does not reveal any qualitative changes.
The bottom row corresponds to the most realistic scenario among the ones we have considered. Here we train a one hidden layer network on a full MNIST dataset for 6000 gradient steps using mini-batch gradient descent with batches of size 100. With this number of epochs optimization process nearly converges. As we see, for this scenario the maximum width d = 2 16 = 65536 we were able to afford was not enough to reach an asymptotic regime fully (center column). This is the reason for discrepancies between numerical estimates of exponents of decomposition 27 terms and their theoretical values (right column). Figure 5 : For small learning rates, the NTK limit approximates the reference finite-width network better than the MF limit. Top row: scaling a reference network trained with gradient descent with (unscaled) learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02. Bottom row: same with unscaled learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.0002. Left: final test cross-entropy (CE) loss as a function of width d. Center: test CE loss as a function of training step k for a reference net and its limits. As one can see, MF and intermediate limits preserve mean CE loss, but not its variance with respect to initialization. In contrast, the NTK limit does preserve variance. Right: variance with respect to data distribution for terms of model decomposition 27 as a function of width d. When learning rates are small, f (k) d,∅ that contributes to variance becomes the largest term in decomposition 27 and f (k) d,aw that vanishes in NTK and intermediate limits becomes the smallest. As we have noticed in Figure 4 for MF limit f (k) d,∅ is not exactly constant but decays approaching a constant for large d. This is the reason for the MF limit not to preserve the variance of CE loss. Setup: We train a 1-hidden layer net on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000 with gradient descent. We take a reference net of width d * = 2 7 = 128 and scale its hyperparameters according to MF (blue curves), NTK (orange curves) and intermediate scaling with q σ = −3/4 (green curves, see text). See App. A for further details. Figure 6 : Applying mini-batch instead of full batch gradient descent does not introduce any qualitative changes. The same holds for training on a larger dataset. Top row: scaling a reference network trained with full-batch GD with (unscaled) learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 for 50 gradient steps on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000. Second row: same with mini-batch GD with batches of size 100. Third row: same as top row, but on a full CIFAR2 (10000 training samples) with mini-batch GD with batches of size 1000. Bottom row: same as top row, but with 500 gradient steps. Left: final test cross-entropy (CE) loss as a function of width d. Center: variance with respect to data distribution for terms of model decomposition 27 as a function of width d. Right: numerical estimates for exponents of decomposition (11) terms, as well as their theoretical values (denoted by red ticks). See App. A for further details. 26 Figure 7 : Considering a multi-class instead of a binary classification does not introduce any qualitative changes. Top row: scaling a reference network trained with full-batch GD with (unscaled) learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 for 50 gradient steps on a subset of CIFAR2 (a dataset of first two classes of CIFAR10) of size 1000. Middle row: same for a subset of MNIST of size 1000. Bottom row: scaling a reference network trained with SGD using batches of size 100 with (unscaled) learning rates η * a = η * w = 0.02 for 6000 gradient steps on MNIST dataset. Left: final test cross-entropy (CE) loss as a function of width d. Center: variance with respect to data distribution for terms of model decomposition 27 as a function of width d. Right: numerical estimates for exponents of decomposition (11) terms, as well as their theoretical values (denoted by red ticks). See App. A for further details.
